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Oakland, CA–November 06, 2015 Mills College Professor of Biology Jenn Smith and
experts from a wide range of disciplines recently examined patterns of leadership in a set
of small-scale mammalian societies, including humans and other social mammals such as
elephants and meerkats. The team’s findings were just published in the monthly science
journal Trends in Ecology & Evolution. Their paper, titled “Leadership in Mammalian
Societies: Emergence, Distribution, Power, and Payoff,” reveals some enlightening
perspectives on the nature of leadership.

“While previous work has typically started with the premise that leadership is somehow
intrinsically different or more complex in humans than in other mammals, we started
without a perceived notion about whether this should be the case,” says Smith. “By
approaching this problem with an open mind and by developing comparable measures to
compare vastly different societies, we revealed more similarities than previously
appreciated between leadership in humans and non-humans.”

Chimpanzees travel together, capuchins cooperate in fights, and spotted hyenas
cooperate in hunting, but the common ways that leaders promote those collective actions
have remained mysterious, Smith and her colleagues say. It wasn’t clear just how much
human leaders living in small-scale societies have in common with those in other
mammalian societies either.

To consider this issue, a group of biologists, anthropologists, mathematicians, and
psychologists gathered at the National Institute for Mathematical and Biological Synthesis
(www.nimbios.org/workinggroups/WG_leadership). These experts reviewed the evidence

for leadership in four domains—movement, food acquisition, within-group conflict
mediation, and between-group interactions—to categorize patterns of leadership in five
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mediation, and between-group interactions—to categorize patterns of leadership in five
dimensions: distribution across individuals, emergence (achieved versus inherited),
power, relative payoff to leadership, and generality across domains.

The analysis by the scientific experts finds that leadership is generally achieved as
individuals gain experience, in both humans and non-humans. There are notable
exceptions to this rule: leadership is inherited rather than gained through experience
among spotted hyenas and the Nootka, a Native Canadian tribe on the northwest coast of
North America.

In comparison to other mammal species, human leaders aren’t so powerful after all.
Leadership among other mammalian species tends to be more concentrated, with leaders
that wield more power over the group.

Smith says the similarities probably reflect shared cognitive mechanisms governing
dominance and subordination, alliance formation, and decision making—humans are
mammals after all. The differences may be explained in part by humans’ tendency to take
on more specialized roles within society.

“Even in the least complex human societies, the scale of collective action is greater and
presumably more critical for survival and reproduction than in most other mammalian
societies,” Smith notes.

The researchers now plan to further quantify the various dimensions identified in the new
work. There’s still plenty more to learn. “As ambitious as our task was, we have only just
scraped the surface in characterizing leadership across mammalian societies and some of
the most exciting aspects of the project are still yet to come as biologists and
anthropologists implement our novel scheme for additional taxa and societies,” Smith
says. 

The project was sponsored by the National Institute for Mathematical and Biological
Synthesis, supported through the National Science Foundation, with additional support
from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
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